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Message from
the directors

About OTN

Since 2008, the Ocean Tracking Network (OTN)
has been creating a unique global research,
conservation and infrastructure platform that
tightly integrates biological, oceanographic and
social sciences, promotes technological innovation,
and fosters collaborative partnerships across
sectors and around the world.

Despite the difficulties and limitations of working in a
COVID-19 environment, staff persevered—adapting
to new circumstances and regulations to ensure
research and fieldwork stayed on track.

The Ocean Tracking Network (OTN) is a global
aquatic research, data management and
partnership platform headquartered at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

The passing of visionary scientist, colleague, and
great friend to the international scientific community,
Dr. Ron O’Dor, was met with deep sadness at OTN.
Ron led the Census of Marine Life—a 10-year
international effort to assess the distribution and
abundance of marine life. Out of the Census grew the
idea to build a global network of acoustic receivers
and oceanographic sensors in all the ocean regions of
the world to track keystone animals along migratory
routes. Hence, OTN was born.

OTN’s mission is to inform the stewardship and
sustainable management of aquatic animals
by providing knowledge on their movements,
habitats and survival in the face of changing global
environments.

As for so many, the COVID-19 pandemic posed
a unique set of challenges for OTN and its global
community of collaborators. Staff were busier than
ever, implementing new procedures to allow OTN
to safely service its world-class infrastructure,
ship equipment around the globe, and deploy
and pilot a growing fleet of gliders. Training
shifted to online, with staff facilitating workshops
in data management and the deployment and
maintenance of tracking equipment for students
and early career researchers.

Since 2008, OTN has been deploying acoustic
and satellite tagging systems, oceanographic
monitoring equipment and marine autonomous
vehicles (gliders) in key ocean locations and
inland waters around the world. OTN’s technical

capabilities expanded in 2020 with the addition of
new remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and side
scan sonar systems.
OTN is changing the way oceans and freshwater
systems, and the life that moves within them, are
understood. New technologies are providing a
window into the underwater world; at the same
time, the way this information is stored, managed,
shared and visualized is creating and sustaining
research networks around the globe.
Together, the Network and its collaborators
are tracking animals, connecting people and
transforming global ocean management.

We are enormously proud of OTN staff. Their tireless
support of OTN collaborators and infrastructure
around the world have grown the reach of the
Network, and, as you’ll see in this report, allowed
research to continue, adapt and thrive.

SARA IVERSON, Scientific Director

FRED WHORISKEY, Executive Director
PHOTO Hannes Klostermann
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International
projects
1

OTN - SUPPO RTED PROJECTS
AR O UN D TH E WORLD

3

5
4

A global community of researchers is using
OTN’s infrastructure and analytical tools to
track the movements and survival of keystone,
commercially important and endangered species.
An estimated 20,000 mutually compatible
acoustic receivers are deployed across the globe
at any given time. OTN positions its equipment to
link to and leverage this existing receiver capacity,
creating a worldwide network and providing truly
global tracking coverage.

2

This map contains a selection of high-level
summaries—denoted by the red animal icons—
which highlight some of OTN’s international
tracking collaborations.
For a full list of OTN-supported projects,
visit MEMBERS.OCEANTRACK.ORG
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INTER NAT I ONA L P ROJECTS
1

EUROPE’S LARGEST AQUATIC TRACKING
ARRAY
Off the coast of Ireland and Western Scotland,
an acoustic tracking array is helping researchers
monitor the movements of tagged marine animals.
Stretching from Malin Head—Ireland’s most
northerly point—to the island of Islay in Scotland,
it is the longest array ever deployed in Europe.
The SeaMonitor project is led by Loughs Agency
and supported by eight leading marine research
institutions, with technical support, counsel, and
tracking infrastructure provided by OTN. Data
gathered will be used to support the conservation of
vulnerable species such as salmon, basking sharks,
skates, dolphins, whales and seals.

3

MONITORING ENIGMATIC ANGEL SHARKS
Off the coast of Morocco, the Canary Islands are
a unique remaining stronghold for one of the most
endangered fish in European waters—angel sharks.
These sharks are under significant threat from
fisheries, habitat degradation, pollution, coastal
development, expansion of marine infrastructure,
and disturbance by divers and beach users. A lack
of knowledge about the species’ movements have
hindered efforts to implement protection measures.
With acoustic receivers provided by OTN and
funding from National Geographic and the Lisbon
Aquarium, the project has become the authority for
angel shark conservation and research in Europe.
Results will contribute to a better understanding
of shark distribution and breeding patterns, and
will help guide implementation of more effective
conservation and management strategies.

4
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AN AR‘RAY’ OF RESEARCH
Off the coast of South Africa, the South African
Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) is using
an OTN-supported array to track the movements
and behaviour of acoustically tagged rays—
including duckbill, blue, diamond, eagle, and
spotted eagle rays. The data is integrated into
South Africa’s Acoustic Tracking Array Platform
(ATAP) hosted at SAIAB, as well as OTN’s global
database. Information collected on the movements
of these migratory animals is improving the
understanding of the structure and function of
local ecosystems and helps inform conservation
planning measures.

8

TRACKING SCALLOPED HAMMERHEADS
IN HAWAII

Scalloped hammerheads are considered threatened
or endangered worldwide, but a lack of data on this
species has made management and conservation
difficult. Researchers in Hawaii are using an OTNsupported array to study a population of tagged
scalloped hammerhead sharks to address major
knowledge gaps, shed light on critical habitat
and movement ecology, and examine population
connectivity of hammerhead sharks in the central
Pacific Ocean. Information gathered will help
identify and inform conservation measures and have
applications for shark populations outside of the
study region, as well.
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ELASMOBRANCHS OF THE CARIBBEAN
Worldwide, elasmobranchs—sharks, skates and
rays—are threatened due to high rates of fishing,
by-catch mortality, marine pollution and habitat
destruction, and a natural tendency to migrate long
distances across international boundaries have
made stock assessments and conservation efforts a
challenge. In the Bahamas, researchers at the Bimini
Biological Field Station are using acoustic telemetry
to study great hammerhead, tiger, bull, nurse, lemon,
Caribbean reef, and blacktip sharks, as well as
southern stingrays. This research fills an urgent need
for biological information on large elasmobranchs,
and will help direct conservation and regional
management to local hotspots in the area.

6

STUDYING BROWN TROUT IN THE
FALKLAND ISLANDS
Trout were first introduced to the Falkland Islands
in the 1940s and 1950s, primarily for recreational
fishing. Since that time, the island has experienced
a significant population decline in its three native
fish species—zebra trout, taeniatus trout, and
the Falklands minnow. Little is known about the
movements or extent of brown trout in the region—
including interactions or potential impacts on native
species. In partnership with Dalhousie University
and the South Atlantic Environmental Research
Institute, researchers at Swansea University are
using acoustic tags and electrofishing to track the
movements, population size, and distribution of
brown trout. Combined with environmental DNA
and genotyping, results will help determine the
impact of brown trout on native fish species.

HI G HL I G HT ED PRO JEC T S
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Canadian
projects

OTN - SUPPO RTED PROJECTS
I N CAN ADA

From coast to coast to coast, Canadian
researchers use OTN’s infrastructure and
analytical tools to address science questions of
national interest and importance. OTN’s global
network enables researchers to leverage and
build upon international studies, enhancing the
collective understanding, conservation, and
management of migratory species.
This map contains a selection of high-level
summaries—denoted by the red animal icons—
which highlight some of OTN’s Canadian
tracking collaborations.
For a full list of OTN-supported projects,
visit MEMBERS.OCEANTRACK.ORG
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array that spans more than 200 km from Halifax
to the Scotian Shelf break. Sponges settle on OTN
moorings and are readily and easily collected in
large numbers during service missions. OTNcollected samples have been distributed among
international partners of the SponGES program,
where they are supporting a wide array of projects.

4

be factors contributing to this increasing presence.
In partnership with DFO, OTN has deployed a new
array of acoustic receivers to increase the tracking
range of tagged sharks in the waters off Atlantic
Canada. The project supports the long-standing
white shark tagging and research programs of the
White Shark Conservancy and the Massachusetts
Division of Marine Fisheries. Expanded
infrastructure will open the door to research
collaborations that will further the understanding
of sharks in this region—a critical step in addressing
both species conservation and public safety
measures.

CANADI A N H I GH LI GH T S
1 TRACKING SNOW CRAB
The snow crab fishery in northern Cape Breton,
N.S. generates economic opportunity, and supports
food security and coastal livelihoods. However,
knowledge gaps on the species’ movements and
population structure, and the potential impacts of
the installation of submerged power cables in the
region, pose a risk to conservation and management
strategies. In partnership with Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO), OTN deployed a new 16-station
array off Cape Breton to collect data on the
movements and stock structure of snow crab—
part of ongoing efforts in the area to manage this
commercially valuable species.
FUN FACT The Cape Breton array also collects
information on the coastal habitat use of species
such as white sharks, which are increasingly
frequenting the Gulf region.

2

MONITORING FOR WHITE SHARKS
IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Off the coast of Nova Scotia, tracking technology
is revealing an increased seasonal presence of
white sharks. A rebound in the species’ population
coupled with warming waters of the Atlantic may

12

STUDYING SENSITIVE SPONGE GROUNDS
IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

3

Off the coast of Halifax, the international SponGES
consortium studied Russian Hat sponges—part of
ongoing work to develop an integrated ecosystembased approach to preserve and sustainably
use deep-sea sponge ecosystems of the North
Atlantic Ocean. Initially, live animals were collected
from sponge habitats and brought to the surface
using a remotely operated vehicle (ROV)—a slow,
expensive, and difficult process that obtained only
a few specimens at a time. OTN is now helping the
consortium collect additional samples by tapping
into its existing servicing and maintenance activities
for the Halifax Line, OTN’s longest acoustic tracking
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IN THE YUKON
In the remote headwaters of the Yukon’s Taku
Lake River Watershed, an array of OTN acoustic
receivers is detecting the movements of acoustically
tagged non-anadromous kokanee and reintroduced
anadromous sockeye salmon in Trapper Lake.
Tracking will determine habitat preferences and
identify overlaps in the spawning patterns of these
two forms of the same species—considered to be
the most likely direct competitors once sockeye are
reintroduced to the lake. This project is conducted
by DFO and will provide valuable information on the
interactions and potential competition between the
two species.

TAKING STOCK OF ATLANTIC HALIBUT
IN THE MARITIMES
Researchers from Acadia University and DFO are
tracking Atlantic halibut as they move between
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. A newly deployed
24-station acoustic receiver array north of the Gully
MPA, a known hot-spot for juvenile halibut, provides
data on the movements of acoustically tagged fish.
Carrying tags with a life of more than three years,
these fish have a high potential of being detected
by other receivers in the OTN network, which may
allow researchers to track the species’ dispersal
patterns from nursery to rearing areas elsewhere
in the Atlantic. This research is a partnership with
the Atlantic Halibut Council, and will also evaluate
the survival rates of undersized halibut that were
caught in fisheries but released back to the sea as
required by present regulations.

PHOTO Jayne Jenkins

6 TRACKING TWO SPECIES OF SALMON

TRACKING BULL TROUT IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
In British Columbia, bull trout are a valuable
local resource, contributing to recreational and
subsistence fisheries. However, due to their
longevity and late reproductive maturity, this
species is susceptible to overfishing, and little is
known about populations in Tsilhqox Biny (formerly
known as Chilko Lake). Acoustic receivers in the
lake and surrounding river system are gathering
information on the movements and habitat use
of tagged trout. The study also deploys high
reward tags on trout—a removable tag that
can be exchanged for a cash reward—to help
researchers assess catch rates. This longstanding
project between OTN and the University of
British Columbia was extended in 2020. Results
will be used to support regional conservation and
management planning for the species.

7

UPGRADING THE WEST COAST LISTENING
LINES
In the waters between Vancouver Island and
B.C.’s lower mainland, three acoustic telemetry
curtains—OTN acoustic receivers arranged to form
‘listening lines’ across the Juan de Fuca Strait and
the Strait of Georgia—detect the movements of
acoustically tagged coastal species. The habitats in
this area are considered ecologically, commercially,
and culturally significant, and have been the focus
of many research projects on marine mammals,
juvenile salmon, and sturgeon. In 2020, OTN began
upgrading these arrays from aged VR3 receivers to
new VR4 units, to ensure the optimal operation of
the lines. These arrays are essential infrastructure
supporting numerous west coast researchers and
establishing transboundary fishery collaborations
between Canada and the United States.

HI G HL I G HT ED PRO JEC T S
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PR OJECT SPOTL I G H T

Apoqnmatulti’k
Bringing together Mi’kmaw, local,
and western knowledge systems to
better understand aquatic species
in Atlantic Canada.

PHOTO Nicolas Winkler
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Apoqnmatulti’k (Mi’kmaw for “we help each other”)
is a collaborative study that brings together three
key knowledge systems to generate and mobilize
information on American eel (katew), American
lobster (jakej), and Atlantic tomcod (punamu) in
Atlantic Canada’s Bay of Fundy and Bras d’Or Lake
ecosystems.
The project is built on equal participation from
Mi’kmaw, local, and western knowledge holders,
with the common goal to better understand valued
species and support aquatic stewardship.
Funded by a NSERC Strategic Partnership Grant,
the project is co-led by OTN, the Unama’ki Institute
of Natural Resources (UINR), the Confederacy of
Mainland Mi’kmaq/Mi’kmaw Conservation Group
(CMM/MCG), the Marine Institute of Natural &
Academic Science (MINAS), DFO, Acadia University
and Dalhousie University.
KEY FINDINGS
This year, researchers uncovered more about how
these species move and interact with their habitats
in the Bay of Fundy and Bras d’Or Lake.
PHOTO Sean Landsman

Here are a few highlights:
•

Preliminary insights on tomcod movements from
early tag detections reveal that they may show
site fidelity (a tendency to return to the same
location), and prefer to inhabit the coastal waters
and rivers of the southern Minas Basin.

•

Tomcod are opportunistic and will eat what they
can to survive. Diet analysis in the southern
Minas Basin indicates they eat shrimp, crab, fish
and even mice!

•

Lobster that dwell in East Bay, Bras d’Or Lake
rarely leave this area. Only one tagged lobster
left for a brief period of 15 days before returning
and not leaving again.

•

An eel tagged near Eskasoni was detected in the
Cabot Strait 220 km from the tagging site! This
reveals that some eel are moving freely in and
out of the Bras d’Or Lake.

•

Several eel have been found to overwinter in the
Bras d’Or Lake (three of 18 eel were detected in
East Bay during the winter). Acoustic tags fitted
with a depth sensor also revealed that the eel
burrowed 45 cm below the mud to keep warm in
the brackish estuary during the winter.

THE PROJECT WAS LAUNCHED IN 2018, AND KEY MILESTONES TO DATE INCLUDE:

BAY OF F U NDY
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BRAS D’O R L AKE

72

54

214

5

44

25

38

5

ACOUSTIC RECEIVERS

EEL TAGGED

TOMCOD TAGGED

STUDENTS TRAINED

ACOUSTIC RECEIVERS

EEL TAGGED

LOBSTER TAGGED

STUDENTS TRAINED
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Gliders
With funding from OTN, the Ocean Frontier
Institute (OFI), the Marine Environmental
Observation Prediction and Response (MEOPAR)
Network and contributions from DFO and Research
Nova Scotia (RNS), the Coastal Environmental
Observation Technology and Research (CEOTR)
group operates Canada’s largest fleet of gliders—
six Teledyne Webb Slocum gliders and four Liquid
Robotics Wave Gliders.

The gliders have completed more than 120
missions, and have traveled more than 82,000 km,
collecting 200 million data points along the way in
support of oceanographic monitoring and animal
tracking in Atlantic Canada and beyond.

PHOTO Nicolas Winkler
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20 20 G L I DER H I G H L I G H TS

The most notable expedition for the gliders in
2020 was a trip across the Halifax Harbour to
their brand-new space at the Centre for Ocean
Ventures & Entrepreneurship (COVE) on the
Dartmouth Waterfront. The 1880-square foot
workshop on the ground floor is accompanied
by 600-square feet of office space on the second
level, a mezzanine for extra storage space and the
largest industrial hoist at COVE, with a 2000 kg
capacity.

The bulk of the funding for the renovations of the
COVE space came from the Canada Foundation
for Innovation under the Development of
Autonomous Marine Observation Systems
(DAMOS) infrastructure fund project with
matching funding from RNS and additional
support from OFI and OTN.
Take a virtual tour of the new
CEOTR space at COVE.

PHOTO Nicolas Winkler
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PR OTECTI N G TH E N O RTH ATL AN TI C R I G H T W HALE

For the past five years, OTN has been working
with leading whale researcher, Dr. Kim Davies, on
a research and monitoring program to protect the
critically endangered North Atlantic right whale.
CEOTR’s capacity and expertise has facilitated
collaborations with other research groups,
including MEOPAR’s Whale, Habitat and Listening
Experiment (WHaLE). WHaLE uses DMONs, a
type of hydrophone developed by scientist Mark
Baumgartner at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, to ‘listen’ for whale calls and transmit

the animals’ locations in real-time to ships and
vessels in the area. Results from the work aim to
reduce the number of right whale-ship collisions
and are assisting with the protection of critical
right whale habitats such as the Roseway Basin
off southeastern Nova Scotia. In late 2020,
Canada ordered two temporary fishery closures
in the Roseway Basin after multiple right whale
detections in the area—mitigative measures such
as these are key in protecting this iconic species.

PHOTO Nick Hawkins
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WAVE G L I DERS
A NEW RECORD In 2020, the CEOTR glider
team successfully offloaded data from 316 acoustic
receivers from OTN’s Cape Breton, Halifax, and
Sable Island acoustic receiver arrays—96 per cent
of the receivers—a new record! Gliders are used
to remotely offload animal detection data stored
on OTN’s VR4 acoustic receivers. These bottommoored units listen for tagged animals swimming
through the ocean or moving along the seafloor.
The team’s hard-earned navigation experience
allowed them to pilot the Wave Glider SV2 closer
to land than ever before, and to offload stations
near Sable Island and the cliffs of Ketch Harbour,
N.S. Staff are now working on ways to obtain the
remaining four per cent of data stored on these
receivers.

PHOTO Nicolas Winkler
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WAVE G LI D E RS

TRACKING LOBSTER Off the coast of Liverpool,
N.S., a Wave Glider operated by OTN on a longterm loan from Environment and Climate Change
Canada, detected tagged lobster and crab in
support of research undertaken by Nova Scotia’s
Centre for Marine Applied Research. The glider’s
thruster and short umbilical (just 4m) allows it
to operate in shallow water—a crucial factor
in detecting these species. This is the first time
OTN has used a Wave Glider to track acoustically
tagged lobster. The research will provide insight
into where lobsters go once they leave the bay.

PHOTO Scott Leslie
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TOTAL D E T ECT I ONS BY TY P E

H E ADQUARTE R H I G H L I G H TS
TEST 6.7%
MYSTERY TAG 17.7%

ANIMAL 46.4%

The OTNDC
Connecting researchers globally

TRANSMITTER 29.2%

OTN and its partner nodes have a total of
807,162,403 detections divided up into the following:

The OTN Data Centre (OTNDC) connects a
global community of researchers, teaches opensource data analysis tools, and contributes to the
development of global data standards. OTN nodes
across the globe are managing acoustic and other
telemetry data using software and data systems
developed and maintained by the OTNDC.

ANIMAL: 340,627,922 These detections
are confirmed as belonging to a tagged animal
deployed by an OTN-affiliated researcher or data
partner.
TRANSMITTER: 256,929,053 These
detections are from tags that were deployed in
fixed locations (i.e. sentinel tags), or tag codes
used by transceiver units, i.e. for inter-receiver
synchronization.
MYSTERY TAG: 111,311,753 These detections
are not yet associated with any deployed tag.

TEST: 98,233,735 These detections are of tags
that have been identified by manufacturers as
reserved for testing purposes only, but for which
we have no associated information (i.e in the case
of shipboard testing or sentinel transmitters).

INTER NAT I O NA L U NI ON FO R CO N S E RVATIO N O F N ATU R E
S PECIES LI ST E D I N T H E OTN DATA BAS E

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED

12

ENDANGERED

52

NEAR THREATENED
DATA DEFICIENT

24
10

NO EVALUATION
NO RESULT

In June, the OTNDC crossed a major milestone,
surpassing 300 million animal detections by
OTN and partner nodes. With so many telemetry
practitioners reporting their data to OTN and its
partners—currently and historically—millions of
animal detections are being matched to their tag
owners. These include ‘mystery tags’—previously
unresolved tags that OTN does not have metadata
on that are detected within OTN’s system.

20

VULNERABLE

36
9

LEAST CONCERN

Over the past year, the OTNDC strengthened online
support and training for its global community of
researchers. The team hosted a weekly virtual study
hall, where peers from around the world discussed
data analysis tools and methods and explored
solutions to common problems and errors. The
online sessions attracted participants from more
than 30 locations around the world and included
guest speaker Vinay Udyawer, research scientist
and co-author of VTrack, Hugo Flavio, author of
VTrack, and Simon Dedman, author of gbm.auto.
The weekly gathering has led to tech support
and coding advice, new friendships, international
collaborations, and some future co-authorships.

WO RK SH O P S
•

In partnership with Acadia University’s
Coastal Ecology Lab, OTN offered a
training session on acoustic telemetry data
management at Acadia University. The session
gave participants an overview of acoustic
tracking data organization, tips on reporting to
OTN, and general data management advice for
ecology.

•

OTN hosted a one-day intensive acoustic
telemetry workshop that offered attendees an
in-depth, hands-on introduction to R. Panelists
introduced popular software packages for
exploring and plotting acoustic telemetry data
and offered insight on how participants can
choose the appropriate analysis and apply
the knowledge gained from their studies
to decision makers and to enhance public
knowledge. All content from the workshop
is available on the OTN YouTube channel.
Example code and data sets for analyses have
been made permanently public on GitHub.

•

OTN partnered with ACENET as they adapted
in person workshops for the online space. The
partnership led to an introductory workshop
series for ecologists interested in learning
about data analysis and visualization with
Python—one of several online workshops
offered in 2020.

108

For a complete list of OTN database nodes and
partners, visit MEMBERS.OCEANTRACK.ORG
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300 million

Study hall

ANIMAL DET ECT I O N S

BY T HE NU M B ERS

45

ANIMAL DETECTIONS
OTN and its partner nodes
crossed 300 million animal
detections in 2020.

90

ACTIVE TAGS
There are nearly 10,000 active tags
across all OTN compatible nodes.

47

ANIMALS TRACKED
75,000 individual animals have been
tracked over the last 20 years.

100+

EVENTS
Study hall offers problem-solving,
guest speakers, collaborations,
and a West Coast spin-off!

ATTENDEES
Researchers, technicians,
students, postdocs and professors
from around the world.

INSTITUTIONS
Participants are from NASA,
NOAA, NORCE, ATAP, DNR and
dozens of global universities.

R SUPPORT
Members are using the OTN R
support Slack channel to connect
between events.

294

3100

837

329

1261

SPE CIE S TR ACKED

ACTIVE RECEIVERS

P RO JECT S

IN S T IT UT IO N S

CO NT R I B U TO R S

PHOTO Jesse Schoff
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H E ADQUARTE R H I G H L I G H TS

The OTN field team
The OTN field team was busier than ever in 2020.
As an essential service, they adapted quickly
to changing regulations due to the COVID-19
pandemic, safely providing the critical maintenance
needed to keep research and deployments on
track. OTN collaborators worldwide received the
shipments they needed to meet their schedules and
support their research objectives.
The team also worked with students—providing
presentations, guiding co-ops, and helping train the
next generation of scientists.
1000-METRE RATED FALCON ROV
OTN upgraded its remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
to a 1000-metre rated Saab Seaeye Falcon DR.
Greater depth capability of the ROV is expanding
opportunities for research in deep-water habitats
and will extend the potential for oceanographic and
biological surveying, as well as maintenance and
recovery of lost tracking equipment.

UNDERWATER DRONE SUPPORT
OTN staff provided expertise to Kristina Böerder,
a postdoctoral researcher in the department of
biology at Dalhousie University, on using her new
underwater drone. Kristina successfully used the
drone to assess the extent and health of eelgrass
and rockweed beds on Nova Scotia’s Eastern Shore.
TRAINING MCG ON THE BRUV
OTN staff provided training to the Mi’kmaw
Conservation Group on how to use OTN’s baited
remote underwater video (BRUV) system. This
training was in preparation for a survey of one
of the Apoqnmatulti’k study species, punamu
(Atlantic tomcod). The surveys complement current
monitoring efforts and provide insight into the
spawning behaviour of tomcod and their journey
from brackish to freshwater.

TA L ES F RO M T H E F IEL D
JOURNEY OF A VR4 ACROSS THE ATLANTIC In May 2020, an OTN VR4 receiver washed up on a
beach in the Canary Islands. It had been declared lost in 2016. The receiver was originally deployed on the
Halifax Line—OTN’s longest acoustic tracking array that spans more than 200 km from Halifax to the Scotian
Shelf break—approximately 4,500 km from the Canary Islands. The ocean is made of powerful currents that
transport water (and objects) across the globe, so it’s not surprising that the lost receiver ended up so far from
home. Luckily, the individual that found it contacted OTN, and in February 2021, it arrived back in Halifax. The
loss of equipment is expensive, but lost data are irreplaceable. Once the receiver was back at headquarters,
OTN staff were able to offload animal tracking data for cross-referencing and analysis. All detections from
2015-2018 were uploaded into the OTN database.

PHOTO Nicolas Winkler
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BI O FO UL I N G I N B RITISH COLUM B IA

Off the coast of Vancouver Island, B.C., a gated array of
acoustic receivers stretches across the Strait of Georgia,
detecting the movements of acoustically tagged coastal
species. In November, the OTN field team recovered
and serviced receivers in this array, bringing units to the
surface using an acoustic release included in the mooring
design. A hydrophone at the surface emits a signal that
“tells” the acoustic release to disconnect from its anchor—
used to keep the mooring stationary on the ocean floor.
After five years underwater, parts of the mooring became
hidden under clusters of sea anemones as a result of
biofouling—the accumulation of waterborne organisms
on underwater surfaces. OTN staff cleaned the biofouled
receivers and replaced the batteries before redeploying
the units—a messy but essential part of keeping research
on track!

Biofouling obscures a fully operational
acoustic receiver in the Strait of Georgia.
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HEAD Q UA RT E R HI GH LI GH TS
Back to the Sea Society is a
registered charity dedicated
to sparking curiosity for local
marine life off the coast of
Nova Scotia and to fostering
a desire to protect the ocean.

Events & activities
A R EC ORD YEAR FO R TAG !
YO U’ R E IT !

SH IF T IN G TO V IRT UA L
O C EA N L EA RN IN G

OTN’s colla’beer’ation with Cape Breton’s Big
Spruce Brewing helped raise just shy of $30,000 in
2020. More than 58,000 cans of this juicy, organic
IPA were shipped to every province and territory
in Canada. The Canadian Whale Institute, the
Canadian Wildlife Federation, the Grand Manan
Whale and Seabird Research Station, the Marine
Animal Response Society, and the Canadian Wildlife
Health Cooperative, Atlantic Region, based at
the Atlantic Veterinary College at the University
of Prince Edward Island, each received funding
to support their work in protecting the critically
endangered North Atlantic right whale. Since its
inception in 2017, 50 cents from every can of Tag!
You’re It! have been allocated to organizations
that focus on marine research, education,
and conservation. As of December 2020, the
partnership has raised more than $84,000 since its
inception!

OTN provided support to the 22nd Nova Scotia
Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture Minister’s
Conference, the International Workshop of
PhDs and Post-doctoral Fellows on Anadromous
Salmonids, and the Sustainable Oceans Conference.
OTN also sponsored an episode of Shell & Tell, an
educational video series created by Back to the
Sea Society, a charity based in Nova Scotia. The
video explores the lives of North Atlantic right
whales, and what the public can do to help protect
them. OTN also partnered with the Canadian
Wildlife Federation (CWF) to host a series of online
educational events on the ecology, movements,
and conservation of this critically endangered
species. The series featured Dr. Kim Davies, adjunct
professor and right whale expert at the University
of New Brunswick and co-PI MEOPAR-WHaLE,
Dr. Sean Brillant, senior conservation biologist at
CWF, and Tonya Wimmer, executive director of the
Marine Animal Response Society.

Cans of Tag! You’re It!
have been shipped to every
province and territory in Canada.

R A M P I NG U P O C EAN
E D UC ATIO N FO R ALL AG ES
OTN staff contributed to a range of educational
resources, podcasts and presentations this year.
Highlights include a guest appearance on Dalhousie
University’s SuperNOVA ocean science webinar to
chat about ROVs, a conversation about the critically
endangered North Atlantic right whale on the
Research Nova Scotia podcast, and a booth
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at the Nova Scotia Community College’s (NSCC)
industry expo, where students learned about
technology and telemetry for ocean conservation.
OTN also contributed to COVE’s Waves of the
Future, a resource book that teaches children about
industries that work in, on and around the ocean,
and how researchers explore and study the ocean.
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T RA IN IN G T H E N EXT
GEN ERAT IO N
In 2020, OTN hosted four interns and three co-op
placements from a range of academic institutions
including the NSCC Ocean Technology program,
Dalhousie’s Marine Affairs and Marine Biology
programs, and Mount Saint Vincent University’s
Public Relations program. The work supported
array maintenance and technical operations, data
analysis and acquisition, and communications.
Students received hands-on training aimed at
fostering the next generation of technicians, science
communicators, and data analysts.

Iago Gradin, OTN’s technical program officer, speaking with students from the NSCC
Ocean Technology program about acoustic telemetry, field operations and data
management.
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PHOTO Fabrice Dudenhofer
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PHOTO Francois Baelen

FUNDING AND SUPPORT GENEROUSLY PROVIDED BY:

THE OCEAN TRACKING NETWORK

+1 902 494 4101

OTN@DAL.CA

OCEANTRACKINGNETWORK.ORG

